
Parqcolor® clicks!
Parqcolor® enriches its ranges with the glue-less click joining system

Founded in the 70s, PL joins the Abet Group in 1978. The great manufacturing capability 
of the company - which covers an area of 40.000 square meters in the industrial district of 
Como - is the result of careful research carried out in the field of stratified and postformed 
components such as Coeso®, using primarily high pressure laminates (Print® HPL by AbeT 
LAminATi). PL is in the forefront of technology and creativity and it has been able to create 
privileged connections with leading designers and architects, in order to be a forerunner in 
interpreting the changing aesthetic trends.
The synergy between technology and aesthetics has produced the extended PL’s range of 
products for interior design, for example the wall cladding Parqwall® and Silentwall®.

in 1989 Parqcolor® was developed, the flooring product made of HPL laminate and featured 
with innovative technical characteristics. Parqcolor® is extremely resistant, suitable for both 
commercial and residential applications, even for high traffic areas. Thanks to its wide range 
of décor and colours, Parqcolor® is able to answer to the technical and aesthetic needs of 
any environment.

nowadays PL enriches its offer, thus ad-
ding the glue-less click joining system 
by Flooring industriesTm to the glue 
based system already in use. 
The glue-less click joining sy-
stem is is the most common 
system of flooring application 
in the worldwide sector and 
is available for the Parqcolor® 
Gold and Parqcolor® Vintage 
ranges of floorings.
This way, the floorings of the col-
lections Gold and Vintage move 
from class 32 to class 33 and they 
improve their abrasion resistance 
from AC4 to AC5. 
Thanks to the possibility to exploit 
both the glue-less click joining sy-
stem and the glue based system, PL 
is able to offer a wider range of op-
tions, all characterized by high tech-
nical features.
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